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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
 
There are so many considerations when designing accessible vehicles and 
infrastructure : should it be a requirement that different potential users with different 
(dis)abilities should be tested to see if they can access the required areas? For 
example, even if a ramp is within the required limits of gradient, the visual contrast is 
sufficiently distinct, letter point size sufficiently large, hearing aid loop provided, and all 
conform to required legislation and accessibility requirements, the design may fail to 
allow access to certain users for some design attribute that is fine on its own, but in 
combination with some other attribute becomes a barrier to access. In addition, 
someone may be able to cope with the layout for the first couple of times it is 
encountered, but then on the next attempt, some element of their approach has varied 
slightly (angle, speed, concentration, an extra bag...) and they cannot negotiate the 
space. This affects the performance of the transport system, it affects the mood of the 
other passengers, and, crucially, it creates a disincentive for that passenger to use that 
form of public transport, reinforcing a barrier to access. This happens because the 
infrastructure was created with insufficient design tolerances for people with disabilities, 
even though the design recommendations were followed. 
 
Evidence for this has come from analysis of experiments run to test manual boarding 
ramp access to underground rail carriages for attendant controlled wheelchair users. 
 
 
 
MATERIALS AND/OR METHODS 
 
The experiments were carried out in the EPSRC funded PAMELA facility [Childs et al. 
2007]. Four simulated platform-carriage situations were constructed in the facility. A 
standard 8L wheelchair was fitted with two AMTI MC3A force transducers (amti.biz), 
one in each handle. A 75kg test dummy was placed in the wheelchair for half the tests, 
with added 21kg mass (total 96kg) for the other half of the tests. The test participants 
were asked to push or pull the wheelchair from a specific starting place into the 



 
  

 

designated wheelchair space in the simulated carriage, and then reverse the procedure 
to return to the starting position. For three of the layouts, the carriage was at a different 
height to the platform and required use of ramps for access. 
 
 
 
RESULTS  
 
The results show the variability in ability both between participants, but also, most 
revealingly within participants. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
As would be expected in trials with low numbers of participants, the time taken and 
forces required to manoeuvre the wheelchair into and out of the designated space 
varies considerably across participants. But what is most interesting about these results 
is how for the same conditions a participant can achieve similar times and forces for 
some trials, but for one trial take an only slightly different route that results in requiring 
significantly greater time and force to achieve the same task, sometimes, not being able 
to complete the task, even though they managed it on previous trials. This raises the 
question of how such a situation can be accommodated in a public transport system. 
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